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According to Dr. Szekely, this text contains the actual words spoken by Jesus and His beloved

disciple John. Following The Gospel of Peace of Jesus Christ, Szekely has completely translated

the original manuscript from Aramaic of the supposedly lost Gospel of the Essenes.
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I have read Book 2 of the Gospel of the Essenes and there are abosultely no earthly words to

describe this fantastic work and how it relates to all of Christianity. It was written in the time of Jesus

and there is no doubt with the unearthing of the Dead Sea Scrolls that Jesus visited the Brotherhood

of the Essenes, an early Jewish sect and was heavily influenced by their deep reverence for

spirituality and God. There is no doubt that this book will take anyone spitually inclined-Jew,

Christian, Muslim, etc. much, much closer to God. Highly recommended. A deeper understanding of

early religions and how ancient peoples may have been closer to the truth of God than anything in

modern religions.

Such a beautiful work I can't begin to describe, really. My copy is dog-eared and the pages are

falling out. A work that provides a way to be whole, if you choose to follow it. It's teachings and

practices are contra to none that I can think of, and I'm something of a religious scholar with all the

reading I've done on religion to allow me to write my own works of fiction. If you are lucky enough to

get a copy of this, cherish it. Like so many other truths in our day and time of material over ALL, it



has been well-hidden from us. Grab hold of this chance to practice the 7 communions with the

Angels of the Earthly Mother and the 7 communions with the Angels of the Heavenly Father and

make yourself whole and at peace. A single week of this practice is enough to notice a difference,

and a month is life-changing.

This book gives us back the wisdom that was taken from us in the interests of priestcraft. The logic

and science of the Essenes should be put in the hands of every preacher, rabbi, politician, teacher,

and human being who has been affected by western civilization and organized religion.

This volume proved to contain Book Two, the Unknown Books of the Essenes and Book Three, the

Lost Scrolls of the Essene Brotherhood.I haven't read Book One, the Gospel of Peace of Jesus

Christ, so I'll have to try and get hold of that now.These two Books I've read have, understandably,

been translated (from the Aramaic ? - it's not clear) into an English comparable perhaps to that of

the Authorized Version of the Bible (perhaps not, but that's what it seemed like to me).I could have

wished for a more detailed explanation of who the Essenes were. There is only a brief description of

them, explaining that they lived on the shores of lakes and rivers, were agriculturists with their own

economic system, and having neither rich nor poor amongst them. Jesus was of course an Essene

Master.The various texts can at first seem a bit unappealing, not being in modern language, but

they are wonderfully poetic and contain much wisdom. After reading a few pages, my mood became

elevated, though I felt good to begin with!I recommend these texts to all those with any interest in

spiritual matters.

This book was astounding; beautifully poetic in its simplicity. If we all followed the guidelines in this

book, there would be little strife. Truly lyrical....provoking.

To know about the Essenes is to travel to the heart and soul of the human kind to find the common

goodness amoung us and the deep wisdom we are all "connected" to inside ourselves. The

Essenes had an uncanny understanding of life in general, the way things interact with us in nature,

and the way everything interacts with God.The Essenes, the sacred "keeper of the Word" represent

a marvelous culture, from which our savior Jesus Christ learned so much about us. They had many

of the beliefs our Rabi later preached about. The concept of sin, faith, the intimacy in the

relationship with God without rituals and animal sacrifices, forgiveness, common share of material

properties, the Holy Spirit, miracles through faith, and many more. In fact, many scholars agree that



the early christian church applied many of these concepts, very present in the book of Romans and

the one written by Lucas: Acts.This is a very good book, not the best on the matter, but good

enough to start to wonder about this community. You would have to make your own judgment

wether to believe or not the claims of its author (that he found ancient scripts about the Essenes and

translated them).I recommend this book.

Provides some insight into the sect some think educated Jesus and the Apostle John. However,

Josephus provides the most concise summary of their beliefs and practices. It is easy to overlook

the pearls these people provided in its liturgical style. Reading Josephus has led me to believe the

First Century Christians incorporated a great deal of Essene philosophy in their daily lives. Much of

the writing style is repetitive and can lull you into thinking they were Nature Worshipers. They led a

simple uncluttered life devoted to searching out God's purpose for life on earth.

A very detailed and compact treasury of the Essene writings. A must have for any Gnostic studies. I

Highly recommend it!
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